Ford focus hitch receiver

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. However you define adventure -- whether it's climbing onto the back of a mountain
bike, hunting from the top of a tree stand or camping with the family a long way from nowhere -CURT class 1 hitches provide a light-duty towing receiver to help you Bring It. Each is made to
fit a specific vehicle, providing easier installation, a better fit and optimal towing capacity.
Custom class 1 trailer hitches are available for a variety of smaller vehicle types, including the
compact car, crossover, minivan and small SUV. This particular class 1 hitch is designed to be a
custom hitch for certain years of the Ford Focus to verify vehicle compatibility, see the CURT
application guide at curtmfg. Tested in accordance with SAE J, it offers a weight carrying
capacity of 2, lbs. GTW and lbs. This class 1 hitch also comes with all necessary mounting
hardware. With its lightweight design and smaller receiver tube size, a class 1 hitch is especially
useful for adding cargo space with a hitch-mounted bike rack or cargo carrier. They can also
typically be used to tow small trailers such as a utility trailer, kayak trailer or teardrop camper
never exceed the lowest weight capacity of any towing component; i. Though CURT class 1
trailer hitches are only intended for light-duty towing, we apply the same principles of quality as
we do to the rest of our rear mount hitches. Each class 1 hitch is made with hands-on
engineering, high-strength steel and precise welding. We use a co-cured finish of liquid A-coat,
inside and out, and durable black powder coat to provide a lasting defense against rust, chips
and UV rays. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of
towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. At
CURT, we think every hitch should offer a vehicle-specific design, meaning seamless
integration and a reliable connection for your next adventure. To truly let you Bring It, our
custom receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid Bonderite,
inside and out, and durable powder coat. Our hitches come in five classes, offering a range of
weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. We use actual cars, vans and crossovers and
cutting-edge software to develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit
your unique make and model. A combination of robotic welding and skilled manual welding
ensures production efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise fit for each class
1 hitch. For maximum protection, our custom hitches are mechanically descaled and co-cured
in a liquid Bonderite undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat finish. Our
custom-fit trailer hitches are not only made in America, but every design is rigorously tested for
safety and performance at our Detroit testing facility according to SAE J specifications. CURT
class 1 hitches feature an open-back hitch receiver. This allows for easy cleaning of the receiver
as needed and helps prevent buildup of dirt and debris some class 1 hitches come with a fixed
tongue instead of a receiver. Each CURT class 1 hitch with a receiver is also available as a
trailer hitch kit with a ball mount included. Many class 1 tow hitches are engineered with a
concealed main body. The main portion of the hitch is hidden up underneath the car, providing
a more seamless look and original equipment feel. All CURT class 1 trailer hitches comes with
safety chain loops integrated into the design of the hitch, allowing for immediate connection of
your trailer safety chains. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new
and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the
item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery:
Tuesday, March 2. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Qty: 1 2 Qty: 1. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. About this item This fits
your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. One of these items ships
sooner than the other. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Product information Technical Details. Click here to make a request to
customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Important information Legal
Disclaimer The information provided is for general informational purposes only. From the
manufacturer. Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches,
electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence
and enjoy every mile of the journey. CURT Custom Trailer Hitches We offer a custom fit for
nearly every vehicle At CURT, we think every hitch should offer a vehicle-specific design,
meaning seamless integration and a reliable connection for your next adventure. But our
standards don't stop at vehicle-specific To truly let you Bring It, our custom receiver hitches are
made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid Bonderite, inside and out, and durable

powder coat. We make over 1, different hitch models Our hitches come in five classes, offering
a range of weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. Key features of CURT class 1 hitches
Vehicle-specific design for each car, minivan, crossover and more Dual-layer rust, chip and
UV-resistant finish Towing capacities up 2, lbs. Class 1 hitches manufactured to let you enjoy
your passion. Expertly engineered We use actual cars, vans and crossovers and cutting-edge
software to develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit your unique
make and model. Precisely welded A combination of robotic welding and skilled manual welding
ensures production efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise fit for each class
1 hitch. Co-cured finish For maximum protection, our custom hitches are mechanically descaled
and co-cured in a liquid Bonderite undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat
finish. Thoroughly tested Our custom-fit trailer hitches are not only made in America, but every
design is rigorously tested for safety and performance at our Detroit testing facility according to
SAE J specifications. More CURT class 1 hitch advantages. Open-back receiver CURT class 1
hitches feature an open-back hitch receiver. Available with included ball mount Each CURT
class 1 hitch with a receiver is also available as a trailer hitch kit with a ball mount included.
Concealed main body Many class 1 tow hitches are engineered with a concealed main body.
Integrated safety chain loops All CURT class 1 trailer hitches comes with safety chain loops
integrated into the design of the hitch, allowing for immediate connection of your trailer safety
chains. Customers who bought this item also bought. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I'm glad someone bought this and had a review saying
it fit the Ford Focus models. Curt even has a YouTube video showing step by step instructions
on installing this hitch and included you do get picture Instructions and required tool list.
Instructions says 20mins for professional and 40 mins for novice. It looks me about 35mins by
jacking up the back of the car and having a person help me hold the hitch in place. I advise you
to screw up the hitch and drill holes through the mount instead of marking then drilling. I love
that 4 of the 6 screws go into factory bolts because it saves lots of time. I have included
pictures of the finished product and it has a pretty sleek design and looks OEM because it fits
very nicely under the bumper. Images in this review. I was sick of using the "strap on hatch"
style bike racks, as they never felt that secure. I also don't really trust roof rack systems for
bikes due to issues of clearence and reduced fuel economy. That's a personal preference
though. If you're like me, then this hitch is what you're looking for. Personally, i'm too stubborn
to fork over that kind of cash for something so simple. Installation wasn't without it's hiccups,
but overall it was easy. To install onto a ford focus, you'll need ratchets, sockets, breaker bars,
torque wrenches, ramps or a jack and jackstand most car savvy people have this stuff , and
most importantly, something to drill through the frame of the vehicle. Drilling through the frame
was by far the most difficult part of installation. I finally managed to source a stepped drill bit,
which is specifically designed to cut through metal efficiently. The diagram was kind of
confusing, but after stufying it for a bit it made sense. Basically, to install: you jack up the rear
of the car, remove the bolts holding the muffler in place, dry fit the hitch above under? Don't
forget to also cut the heat sheild where the hitch will make contact with the frame. Drill into the
marked hole of the frame to the specified diameter. Now, you'll need to fit the carriage bolt and
rectangular washer into the frame. I used a dremel to slightly sand off the edge to the head of
the carriage bolt fit through it. Now you can fit the hitch back into it's correct position. Finger
tighten all the bolts, then give them a slight rathced down but Now get your back dirty, and do
the final torqueing to spec with the car seated on the ground. This will eliminate you torqueing
the frame of the car into a weird position I initially torqued while jacked up, and the hitch made
this horrible creaking sound. Loosened it, and torqued it back on the ground, and the sound
was gone That's pretty much it. Fairly easy, just gotta have the right tools. The tips I just
outlined should also help some people save a little time. I spent an extra 90 minutes messing
with the hitch trying to fix my mistake of not torqueing with the vehicle at rest on the ground.
Get it. Do it yourself on a nice Sunday morning. I've probably installed only 4 hitches in my life
time, and this one could have been the easiest of all of them EXCEPT for the fact that the
replacement bolts they provide to not have tapered, thread-less end that the factory bolts do. If
the factory, with all of it's equipment, need a tapered end for the bolt to find it's hole, then
certainly us amateurs do. For either the same amount of money, or very little extra, CURT could
easily include this type of bolt. As it is, I ended up stripping one hole out. I'm sure I'm ok One
person found this helpful. Fit my '12 Focus Titanium HB without issue. Fishing the wire through
the access hole for the third bolt is pretty simple. I was worried about that part so put off

installing for a bit, but it turned out to be a non issue. Instructions say to Drimmel out the
access hole, but it's really not necessary. Install wire onto bolt, put wire through square washer,
then feed wire through. Once the wire is through, slide flat washer in, which requires some
finessing, but it will go without brute force, and then the bolt. The wire will pull the bolt through
the washer easy enough once everything is pulled to hole. However from CURT'S website part
number does fit my vehicle so I took a chance and ordered it since Amazon's part number was
the same. Install was 1. All bolts are easy to get to. You have to first support muffler, remove
bolts, bolt unit, mark holes, remove unit then drill holes. This does require drilling and grinding.
I decided to grind a flat side on my bolt parallel with the square collar so I would not have to
enlarge the frame hole. Also I did not cut away the aluminum heat shield, I just sandwiched it
too. Lessons learned. Hot drill shaving down your glove hurt, so does dirt in your eye. Overall if
I had to install again I could do it in the minutes range. I have now installed Curt hitches on both
of our cars. The install process is pretty straightforward, and the instructions are very clear and
helpful. I appreciated the included pre-formed fish wires that make getting the bolts into the
right place very easy if you read and follow the instructions. We use the hitches primarily for
mounting a bike rack, but I would be confident to pull a trailer with this hitch if I have the need.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I had a little trouble lifting it into place its not
all that light lifting it on your back and trying to screw in the bolts Good luck you won't be
disappointed with this install. Report abuse. Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: hitch for trailers , parts for a cargo trailer , trailer hitches , trailer tow , trailer hitch ,
utility trailer parts. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Trends Auto. High-gloss black. Carbide
black. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. To find tow bars and hitches that really work and that also are safe, first
you have to match them to your particular vehicle. Our large selection covers all the popular car
makes and models. They even come in handy for helping mates who are stuck in tough
situations - in their vehicles, that is. Tow bars and hitches can pull various weights, depending
upon their designs. Let us match your vehicle to the right model today. We are sure to stock
exactly what you and your vehicle need to start towing. This website uses cookies to ensure
you get the best experience on our website. Please enable Javascript to continue. Your location
is:. Close Menu. View all car parts. View all accessories. View all Outdoors. View all tools. View
all engine parts. Gearbox oil Gearbox Oils castrol Gearbox oils total Gearbox oils febi bilstein
Gearbox oils granville Gearbox oils liqui moly Gearbox oils. View all oils. View all car care. View
all bulbs. View all Roof Racks. View all wiper blades. View all Batteries. View all travel. View all
Tech. Gifts For Diy Lovers. Gifts For Petrol Heads. Gift Sets. Gift Vouchers - Euros. Gift
Vouchers - Pounds. Gifts For Her. Gifts For Him. Pet Gifts. Hair Styling. All Gifts. Choose your
ford focus below to get the exact tow bars and hitches. Change Car. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Connect to your lifestyle
with a custom hitch receiver from CURT. All of our custom hitches are designed for a
vehicle-specific fit, manufactured with pride, finished for industry-leading rust resistance and
tested to rigorous SAE J standards for safety. This class 1 trailer hitch and ball mount
combination is designed for a custom fit on select years of the Ford Focus see application info
to verify fitment. The receiver is perfect for attaching the included ball mount and towing a small
trailer, or for adding cargo space with a hitch-mounted cargo carrier, bike rack or other
accessory. This particular class 1 hitch is rated for 2, pounds gross trailer weight and pounds
tongue weight never exceed the lowest-rated towing component. It can be mounted in the rise
or drop position to promote level towing. Like all CURT custom hitches, this class 1 hitch is
protected with our co-cured finishing process. It is descaled for a smooth surface, immersed in
liquid A-coat for rust resistance inside and out, covered with a durable black powder coat and
finally co-cured for an industry-leading rust, chip and UV-resistant shield. It features an
open-back receiver for easy cleaning, and it comes with all the hardware necessary for the
installation. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of
towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. At
CURT, we think every hitch should offer a vehicle-specific design, meaning seamless

integration and a reliable connection for your next adventure. To truly let you Bring It, our
custom receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid Bonderite,
inside and out, and durable powder coat. Our hitches come in five classes, offering a range of
weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. We use actual cars, vans and crossovers and
cutting-edge software to develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit
your unique make and model. A combination of robotic welding and skilled manual welding
ensures production efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise fit for each class
1 hitch. For maximum protection, our custom hitches are mechanically descaled and co-cured
in a liquid Bonderite undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat finish. Our
custom-fit trailer hitches are not only made in America, but every design is rigorously tested for
safety and performance at our Detroit testing facility according to SAE J specifications. CURT
class 1 hitches feature an open-back hitch receiver. This allows for easy cleaning of the receiver
as needed and helps prevent buildup of dirt and debris some class 1 hitches come with a fixed
tongue instead of a receiver. Each CURT class 1 hitch with a receiver is also available as a
trailer hitch kit with a ball mount included. Many class 1 tow hitches are engineered with a
concealed main body. The main portion of the hitch is hidden up underneath the car, providing
a more seamless look and original equipment feel. All CURT class 1 trailer hitches comes with
safety chain loops integrated into the design of the hitch, allowing for immediate connection of
your trailer safety chains. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 5 - In stock. Usually ships
within 4 to 5 days. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Trends Auto. Sold by. About this item This fits
your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. These items are shipped
from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Trends Auto. Ships
from and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item? Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There
was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? User Manual [PDF ]. Important
information Legal Disclaimer The information provided is for general informational purposes
only. From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers custom trailer
hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with
confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. CURT Custom Trailer Hitches We offer a custom
fit for nearly every vehicle At CURT, we think every hitch should offer a vehicle-specific design,
meaning seamless integration and a reliable connection for your next adventure. But our
standards don't stop at vehicle-specific To truly let you Bring It, our custom receiver hitches are
made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid Bonderite, inside and out, and durable
powder coat. We make over 1, different hitch models Our hitches come in five classes, offering
a range of weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. Key features of CURT class 1 hitches
Vehicle-specific design for each car, minivan, crossover and more Dual-layer rust, chip and
UV-resistant finish Towing capacities up 2, lbs. Class 1 hitches manufactured to let you enjoy
your passion. Expertly engineered We use actual cars, vans and crossovers and cutting-edge
software to develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit your unique
make and model. Precisely welded A combination of robotic welding and skilled manual welding
ensures production efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise fit for each class
1 hitch. Co-cured finish For maximum protection, our custom hitches are mechanically descaled
and co-cured in a liquid Bonderite undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat
finish. Thoroughly tested Our custom-fit trailer hitches are not only made in America, but every
design is rigorously tested for safety and performance at our Detroit testing facility according to
SAE J specifications. More CURT class 1 hitch advantages. Open-back receiver CURT class 1
hitches feature an open-back hitch receiver. Available with included ball mount Each CURT
class 1 hitch with a receiver is also available as a trailer hitch kit with a ball mount included.
Concealed main body Many class 1 tow hitches are engineered with a concealed main body.
Integrated safety chain loops All CURT class 1 trailer hitches comes with safety chain loops
integrated into the design of the hitch, allowing for immediate connection of your trailer safety
chains. Customers who bought this item also bought. Reese Towpower Trailer Wiring Kit. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. This is a well-made hitch mount, in fact it's much sturdier than
the frame of the vehicle it's mounted to. Installation took me about 30 minutes, including drilling

a single hole for the right side forward bolt. The box includes a fishing wire for this bolt to aid in
installation. I found that threading the fishing wire backwards through the hole, then attaching
the bolt to it, and pulling the bolt into position, worked better than trying to thread the wire with
the bolt already attached. Also, the kit includes three two-hole spacers for adjusting side-to-side
position of the hitch mount in relation to the frame rails. Take note of these, apparently the
spacing is different between different versions of the Focus, some versions will only require 2
of them. I've only used it to carry a Thule Helium 2 bike rack, but it works admirably for this
purpose. Also, it's made in USA, woo. CURT is a great quality hitch. For my Ford Focus, this
attaches 3 bolts through the tie down brackets and one through the frame. This is my third self
install hitch and it was easy under an hour. I only needed two on the driver side, and none on
the passenger side 1 leftover. This seems to vary by model and year kit covers TIP: don't
tighten anything until you get the spacing right. One person found this helpful. Took me a little
bit of effort to get the right side frame bolt into place but the process was a heck of a lot easier
than the hitch I put on my truck. The muffler kept getting in the way of my long torque wrench
but I managed to bolt everything up quickly. I loved the wire fishing tool and found that I had to
use a wire from the hole and pull the bolt and fishing tool back through. This hole was not lined
up but after putting some muscle into the hitch I was able to get it aligned enough to start the
bolt and let it do the alignment work. The taped the spacer at this hole in place to the frame
because it kept moving when I was trying to get the bolt aligned. Great product and if I had
another Focus, I'd buy another one for it. The seller's fit check guide is inaccurate. Got the hitch
and it is a foot too short. Use the manufacturers. I bought this specifically for my Focus
hatchback. The video and instructions made it look easy to install. We ran into 2 problems: 1
The fuel filler vapor return tube it's not shown in the video was in the way and the bracket didn't
quite lineup with the holes. My first reaction was to just return it. However, my brother's friend,
a mechanic, looked at it. He moved the vapor line by cutting the tie downs with scissors. He
then measured the hitch and showed the 2 ends were not quite parallel. He used a securing
strap to bring the ends in towards each other. He was then able to drill the hole, add the bolts
and secure everything. I don't want to scare anyone off, my brother and I could've done it but I
was a little gun shy about moving stuff underneath my car. I love the hitch and plan to use it
with a bicycle rack. The product seems solid enough. I initially ordered a Draw-Tite for my 02
Focus. After installing it, I noticed the receiver tube was welded inches to the right and not
perfectly perpendicular to the rest of the bracket. Returned it and ordered this CURT hitch. See
all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: equipment trailer , tool
trailer , trailer hitch bike rack , trailer ramp , trailer tow , trailer hitch. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. US Express! High-gloss black. Carbide black. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Though your Ford
Focus hitch is built using high-quality material, it's still vulnerable to getting damaged after
some time. You need to make sure that the hitch frame stays intact and in good condition for it
to have a long service lifespan. Here are three tips you can try to preserve your car's hitch:. The
secret to a smooth and properly connected hitch is adequate maintenance. And this involves
clearing dirt and grime off the hitch frame. If you want the frame to retain its shiny appearance,
then you need to allot time not just for cleaning it, but also for protecting it from future damage.
During your free time, wash the hitch with soap and water. Get a wire brush and scrub the dirt
off the hitch frame's surface. Just be sure that you dry the hitch thoroughly, so it doesn't end up
getting corroded. Once you are done with the cleaning, apply some aftermarket protectant to
prevent dirt buildup and rusting. You only need a few minutes of your time to finish everything,
so don't think twice and clean up that hitch. Though it's usual for your car parts to get corroded
after some time, you can't just leave the hitch to rust, especially when you have towing needs.
Keeping it clean and coated with an anti-rust protectant gives the hitch a long service lifespan.
In the event that your hitch has corroded, you can eliminate rust using a flat file. Locate the
file's forward edge and use it to scrape off rust from the entire hitch frame. Then, sand the hitch
and wipe it with some WD If you don't have WD, you can use alternative solutions such as light
oil. Depending on the amount of corrosion, apply as much WD as needed. You can avoid the
troubles of frequent replacementâ€”cost efficiency and installation timeâ€”by retaining the

good, working condition of your hitch. A quick inspection of the part can save you from
headaches, so make it a point to check on the hitch to see if it's still intact. Periodic checkups
allow you to see the condition of the hitch. If rust or other problems can be detected early on,
then there's a high chance that you can still recover your hitch. Nothing beats an out-of-town
vacation with your loved ones. And to make the most out of your trip, you might need to bring
with you large items such as a boat, kayak, ATV, or bike. You can only tow such a huge load if
you have a heavy-duty Ford Focus hitch. Good thing, there are lots of aftermarket hitches
available. To quickly install one, here are some reminders you need to consider:. You must
ensure that the hitch stays in place, otherwise your installation will be a failure. Use your
C-clamps to secure the hitch throughout the installation. You can also apply some
thread-locking adhesive to keep the hitch bolts in place while you torque them. Remember to
clear off dirt buildup during your periodic hitch inspection. It's common for the hitch to get
scratches from daily driving, so you may also want to coat it with some spray paint for added
protection. Unlike what most advertisements tell you, there's just no single substitute for a
complete tool kit. You need to have each of the tools listed in the instructions to accomplish the
installation. Place them somewhere near you before starting with the first step so that you can
go on with the installation without interruptions. Some of the tools you may need include a
torque wrench, C-clamp, screwdriver, and a pair of jack stands. If you lack any of these
instruments, then you can either borrow from a friend or buy one. You can identify which tools
will be used once you scan through the installation manual. So make sure that you keep the
instruction pamphlet that comes with your newly-bought Ford Focus hitch. When you have
gathered all the tools required for the installation, the next crucial step is to read the procedures
thoroughly and adhere to them as much as possible. Most hitches available in the market are
tailor-fit to your vehicle, so it's less likely that you will have to perform modifications on the
component. However, some generic hitches may need to get customized a little for a perfect fit.
You may have to slightly modify the exhaust system to make way for the new hitch. Take note
that you shouldn't touch the muffler and tailpipe when they are still hot. Wait for a few minutes
for the parts to cool down until they become safe to touch. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh
to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Ford Focus Hitch. Select your vehicle year.
Refine by:. Hitch part. Product Fit. Receiver Tube Size. Maximum Gross Trailer Weight.
Maximum Tong
bmw dual temp switch
gm one wire alternator wiring diagram
yamaha golf cart primary clutch
ue Weight. Shop Ford Focus Hitch. Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part
Number: CUR Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Receiver Tube
Size : 1. Receiver Maximum Gross Trailer Weight : lbs. Universal Fit. Rise; 0. Page 1 of 2
Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Ford Focus Hitch Guides. Here are three tips you can try to
preserve your car's hitch: Have a regular hitch-cleaning habit. Expel rust by applying some WD
Evaluate the condition of the hitch periodically. Helpful Automotive Resources. Step Bumper vs
Receiver Hitch Meanwhile, a receiver hitch is a type of towing hitch that mounts to the frame of
a vehicle. Most receiver hitches fit on the rear, but some can attach to the front or underneath
the bumper. The rear-mount type is for towing a trailer behind your vehicle. On the other.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

